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Results

Method

Abstract

Cellphones have blended in our lives deeply nowadays. Since the public believe that people have distinct cellphone usage reaction between on duty and off working. National 

Health Research Institutes (NHRI) starts collecting many physicians’ cellphone usage behavior as training data. Also, utilizing GPS to locate and simply determine whether they 

work at that time or not as training label. Then, through individual cellphone usage habit, we can analyze people’s working status. Namely, we can achieve our goal knowing 

people’s working efficiency on duty. In this research, we will employ machine learning method to obtain crucial features first. Next, using deep learning models and machine 

learning models to train on those selected features. Finally, we ensemble results of these models for prediction and analysis. 
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From the accuracy distribution, we can find that accuracy is not very high, since there are confused data which values in all features are similar but the label is different in the 

dataset. For Example, sometimes we don’t use cellphone on duty. Also, we don’t use it off working occasionally. Hence, in this situation, these data will become confused data. 

This is a vital issue that we can focus on in the future. Then, in the important feature graph, it shows that different users have distinct app usage habits, so this is a reason why we 

need to analyze it individually. Also, from visualization graphs, we can find that the behavior of using the cellphone is sometimes more like off working status during working 

time. It is a high chance that the user had lower working efficiency and by working probability plots, we can also obtain more information about working efficiency in detail.
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